
LUXURY BATHS FOR THE BUSH 

Demand is building up for Vitrex’s new EuroSan range of “porcelain”-coated steel baths

with the leisure industry in particular showing a strong interest. 

Cristian Cottino, Sales and Marketing Director of Jet Park-based Vitrex, says 15 EuroSan

baths have been delivered to Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife for installation at the Hluhluwe

Imfolozi Game Reserve’s luxury Hilltop Camp and another 18 EuroSan baths have been

supplied to Legacy Hotels for its upmarket Kwa Maritane Hotel and Timeshare Resort in

the Pilansberg. 

EuroSan’s Nueva Europa model, sized 700 x 1700 mm, was selected in both instances:

for the Hilltop Camp the baths are Beige and for Kwa Maritane, the baths are White and

have been supplied with adjustable feet. 

“Vitrex’s new EuroSan range of baths and shower trays have several features that make

them suitable for the hospitality industry. For a start, the baths are not combustible and

are cigarette burn resistant – an important feature in hotels and guest houses” Cottino

stated. 

The new porcelain-coated baths basically have cast iron baths as their forerunner, and are

produced  by fusing three  layers  of  an inorganic  glass  coating,  containing oxides  and

various minerals, to sheet steel at temperatures exceeding 800 degrees Celsius. 

“The resultant surface is capable of lasting far longer than a lifetime. It has a corrosion-

free  surface  similar  to  that  produced  over  3500  years  ago  by the  Egyptians  in  their

jewellery.”

EuroSan’s other functional and decorative benefits include:

• The absence of pores on the surface prevents the absorption of dirt or grease;

• It is virtually impossible for bacteria to grow in these baths;

• The units are easy to clean and resist stains; 

• They are impervious to scratching; and

• Vitrex  can  supply  colour  options  to  match  standard  South  African

sanitaryware colours.   
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